A Virtual Trainee-led Seminar Series Sponsored by the Cell and Developmental Biology Graduate Program

October 15, 2020
4 pm
Su Wang | Johnson Lab
Sarah Wheeler | Tetzlaff Lab
Ami Truong | Lim Lab

November 12, 2020
4 pm
Lexi Kepler | Rankin Lab
Aaron Loewen | Moritz Lab
Mo Miao | Allan Lab

December 10, 2020
4 pm
Shruti Tophkhane | Richman Lab
Sarah Deng | Tanentzapf Lab
Arlo Adams | Vogl Lab
Ashina Nagra | Vora Lab

February 4, 2021
4 pm
Joanna Xia | Accili Lab
Judith Yan | Taubert Lab
Jeremy Lotto | Hoodless Lab

March 4, 2021
4 pm
Kurt Vandevoorde | Nabi Lab
George Brownrigg | Rideout Lab
Jamie Chu | Johnson Lab

April 1, 2021
4 pm
Bhavya Venkatesh | Tanentzapf Lab
Martin Arostegui | Underhill Lab
Stella Baehring | Johnson Lab
Kywana Bonaparte | Richman Lab

June 3, 2020
4 pm
Puja Biswas | Rideout Lab
Christina Hsu | Sugioka Lab
Jocelyn Begin | Hoffman Lab